
Black  (ground) 

Accessory

 PlainView Coded Valet Switch

Brown/Red  
Connect to Ground for
Negative Trigger Pin Switches,
or +12V for Positive Trigger
Pin Switches

See Door
Lock/Unlock
Section of
This Binder

White/Brown  (prewired)

Red  (battery +)

Red  (valet red )

White  (valet white )

Black  (valet black )

Black (LED black)

Black  (ground)

Red/White  (battery +)

Black 

Battery

+-

Parking
Lights

Door 
Switch

Interior
Light

Gray/Yellow  (trunk input-)

White/Black (hood input-)

Green  (prewired)
  Brown  (parking light +12v)

Gray  (door trigger + or - )

Black  

Red 
White  

Gray/Orange  (door unlock - )

Gray/Green  (door lock - )

Gray/Violet  (ch. 2 out -)

Gray/Blue  (ch. 4 out -)
Trunk
Release
or Other
Accessory

Violet  (LED violet)

Violet

LED

White/Red

X

85 8687a

30

87

Ignition

Starter
Solenoid

cut

Starter/Ignition Interrupt Relay
Prewired as Normally Closed Q

Ignition
Switch

White/Brown  (ignition +12v)

White/Red

For future use Green/Black

YellowAdditional Siren
        or
Pulsed Air Horn Output

Hood 
Switch

 Trunk 
Switch

Orange  (sensor 2 input - )White/Blue  (sensor 1)

To Optional Sensor

Remotely Programmable
Dual-Zone Piezo Sensor

Black Twinlead  

(Medallion siren output)

Red  (sensor prewired)

5 amp
Fuse

20 amp
Fuse

Q  To set the relay to normally open, remove
the WHITE/RED wire and lug from the relay
holder’s 87a position and insert it into the 87
slot. After powering up, program the system
for a normally open output (see the
programming section, column 5, row 1)



Programmable Features 
IntelliGuard 700-IQ comes from the factory with all of its features pre-programmed as noted in bold letters inside the
squares of the table below. You will note that all the installation-related features are conveniently located in column 5. To
change the setting of any programmable feature, use the procedure noted. To restore the feature to its factory setting, just
repeat the procedure:

1. Refer to the table below and make note of the column (across) number and row (down) number of the feature(s) you
wish to program.

2. Turn the ignition on, or start the engine (skip this step if the engine is already running).
3. Enter the factory preset valet code (the single digit 2) by tapping the PlainView switch’s momentary side twice, then

press to latched, then press and hold the momentary side for about 3 seconds until you hear one siren chirp and the
LED turns on to acknowledge program mode entry. The system is now in the “Feature Select” position: the top left cell
of the table. From this position, you will first select the feature’s column (across), then the feature’s row (down).

4. Select the feature column: Toggle the switch in and out of the latched position the same number of times as the
column number (NOTE: each latched-to-center motion is counted as one). Pause. You will then hear the same number
of chirps as the column number you have selected, audibly confirming your selection.

5. Select the feature row: Press and release the momentary side of the switch the same number of times as the feature’s
row number. You will hear a single chirp confirmation each time you press the momentary side to help you count.

6. If there is a NOTE for the selected feature, perform the actions noted.
7. Pause. You will hear either one or two chirps: Two chirps = ON, one chirp = OFF.
8. You may select another feature, or you may exit program mode:

a. To select another feature in that same column, repeat step 5 within the next 10 seconds (after 10 seconds, 3 chirps
indicate that you are now back in the “Feature Select” position).

b. To select a different feature column, repeat step 4.
c. To exit program mode, turn the ignition off (you’ll hear 3 chirps and the LED will turn off to indicate exit of pro-

gram mode), or wait 60 seconds and the system will automatically exit program mode.

It may sound complicated, but it really isn’t. There is just a lot of explanation involved. Briefly, here is all you do:
Choose the feature you want to change, enter program mode, select the feature’s column and row, then turn off the ignition.
That’s it!

IntelliGuard 7OO-IQ Programmable Features Table: 1 chirp = OFF, two chirps = ON 

Feature Select Column 1
1st latched

Column 2
2nd latched

Column 3
3rd latched

Column 4
4th latched

Column 5
5th latched

Row 1
1st momentary Sound 1: on/off

Add new remote to
channel 1
NOTE 1

AutoLock: on/off AutoArming: on/off
Starter/ignition interrupt:
normally open/closed

(1/2 chirps)

Row 2
2nd momentary Sound 2: on/off

Add new remote to
channel 2
NOTE 1

AutoUnLock: on/off AutoArm & Lock: on/off
Lock pulse duration:

3sec/1sec
(1/2 chirps)

Row 3
3rd momentary Sound 3: on/off

Add new remote to
channel 3
NOTE 1

FACT: on/off 15-second entry delay:
on/off

Constant/Pulsed
(1/2 chirps) ground

output (YELLOW wire)
upon panic NOTE 4

Row 4
4th momentary Sound 4: on/off

Add new remote to
channel 4
NOTE 1

AutoActivate
channel 4 upon remote

arming: on/off

System timer:
1sec-2.0min (30sec)

NOTE 3

Channel 4 output:
pulsed/timed/latched
(1/2/3 chirps) NOTE 5

Row 5
5th momentary Sound 5: on/off Erase all channels

NOTE 2 QuietChirps: on/off
Siren duration:
60/30 seconds

(1/2 chirps)
NOT USED

Row 6
6th momentary Sound 6: on/off Headlight Reminder: on/off Long-term

chirp silencing: on/off
Set a new secret

valet code High/Low: on/off

The gray cell indicates a feature that requires programming only by the vehicle owner. DO NOT change the valet code!
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NOTE 1: Transmit the appropriate channel of the new remote. You will hear the same number of chirps as the channel
selected (e.g., 3 chirps for channel 3) to confirm programming of that channel.
NOTE 2: When you hear one chirp, all remote control codes will have been erased from system memory. You must
now add the new and/or existing remote controls to the system (i.e., program channels 1–4 of each remote that will be
used with the IntelliGuard 700-IQ).
NOTE 3: The system timer starts as soon as you select this feature. When the duration you wish has been reached, press
remote control button 1. You’ll hear two chirps to confirm the new duration. If connected, the headlights will turn on
and stay on for this duration whenever channel 2 is transmitted while the system is armed (channel 2 when disarmed is
reserved for the Smart Trunk Release option). If channel 4 is set to a timed output (see note 5), it will now have this
duration.
NOTE 4: This output is ideal for use with air horns, a pager and/or an internal siren. On certain accessories, such as
SmartWindows II, that require a siren output connection, connect the accessory’s siren input to this line and set the
output to constant ground.
NOTE 5: The channel 4 output may be programmed to either pulsed, timed or latched (factory preset to pulsed). A
timed output is particularly useful as a power window/sunroof closer or for use with hydraulics, amp rack motors, etc.
A latched output is useful for activating the audio system, under-carriage neon lighting, etc. To change the output type,
simply select this feature. 1 chirp indicates that the output will be pulsed, 2 chirps indicate timed, and 3 chirps indicate
latched operation.

What is a Code Grabber?
Unlike scanners, which are made useless by remote controls with many millions of possible codes (since it would take
years for a scanner to transmit each possibility one after another), a code grabber can simply “grab” off the air from,
hundreds of feet away, the digital code transmitted by a car alarm remote control. When the vehicle owner leaves, the
thief simply plays back the code to disarm the alarm and unlock the car doors. A code-grabber will duplicate any remote
control code, even if the remote control has billions or trillions of code possibilities. Every other brand of car alarm can
be deactivated that easily. But not Clifford systems with Anti-CodeGrabbing. Clifford’s proprietary ACG technology
uses complex digital signal processing and unbreachable encryption to randomly change the digital code each and every
time the remote control is used. The same code will never be retransmitted and the control unit will never accept the
same code. Thus the code played back by the thief’s code grabber will never deactivate a Clifford ACG system. Only
ACG can make a car alarm impervious to code-grabbing, and only Clifford systems have ACG. 

User-Programmable Anti-CodeGrabbing Remote Controls 
The IntelliGuard 700-IQ can respond to as many as 4 Clifford 12-channel Anti-CodeGrabbing remote controls with a
few flicks of the PlainView switch. Just as easily, the code of a lost or stolen remote control can be deleted. Refer to
pages 11–12 for instructions on how to add a new remote control to the system. The codes of a lost or stolen remote
control can be erased simply by using the Erase All Channels feature noted in the Programmable Features section
(column 2, row 5) and reprogramming the remaining remote control(s) into the system.

EXAMPLE: Set the system timer to a 10-second duration and change channel 4 to a timed output:
1. Turn the ignition on, enter the valet code (momentary, momentary, latched, center), then hold to momentary until you hear a chirp.
2. Select column 4 by flicking the switch between latched and center 4 times. Wait for the 4 chirp/column 4 confirmation.
3. Press and release the momentary side 4 times to select row 4 (you’ll hear a chirp each time you press the momentary side).

When 10 seconds have passed, press remote control button 1 to stop the timer (you’ll hear a two-chirp confirmation).
4. Select column 5 by flicking the switch between latched and center 5 times. Wait for the 5 chirp confirmation.
5. Press and release the momentary side 4 times to select row 4 (you’ll hear a chirp each time you press the momentary side).

Pause. You will hear two chirps to indicate that the channel 4 output will now be timed. If you immediately tap the momentary
side 4 times again (to re-select this feature while still in column 5), the output type will become latched (confirmed with 3
chirps). Immediately tap another 4 times and the output will return to its pulsed state (confirmed with one chirp).
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